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Abstract: Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) is the most rapidly growing branch of networking and data 

communication. With the rapid advancements of wireless communication and semiconductor technology, sensor 

network designed to operate autonomously to connect various other sensors (medical, position and geography) and 

appliances has become more robust and efficient. In this paper we realize a network consisting of intra-body and inter-

body communication network. Each body is considered to be an Autonomous System (AS) capable of mobility and 

connectivity to every other Autonomous System (AS) with different Autonomous System Number (ASN). The later 

constitutes the inter-body communication system. This network when connected and tested would enable exchange of 

confidential and essential data of military personnel. The information in the network to be transmitted is encrypted by 

various encryption policies and algorithm. This would avoid the intruders from stealing TOP-SECRET 

data/information. GNS 3 tool is used for implementing routing and cryptography on the network. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

There is a need for a separate internetwork in case of military applications. It must be capable of easily exchanging 

confidential and other miscellaneous data. With the rapid advancements and interconnectivity of information and 

communication technologies (ICT), it is no surprise that ICT form the backbone of many aspects of the industry these 

days. These networks are subject to more stringent scrutiny, in comparison to traditional networks, due to the sensitivity 

of information and the number and diversity of devices that could potentially be exploited to target the system. Cyber 

threats cannot be ignored when it comes to wireless and mobile devices exchanging TOP-SECRET information of the 

army. 

 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

Any Country consisting of a huge Border or Area would contain a large amount of military, air force and navy 

personnel. They may be commissioned to operate even at remote areas, away from the national capital or military base 

communication between these nodes is of top most importance a network. needs to be setup to security exchange 

information between the nodes these men need to be monitored carefully, to increase these efficiency in serving the 

nation health monitoring of these mean by embedding various body sensors and encrypting the data between the nodes 

is of top most priority.[1] 

 

III. REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION 

 

A. Functional Requirements 

 

i. A sophisticated network consisting of sensors at nodes designed to operate autonomously and to connect to 

various other sensors and appliances.   

ii. Controlled redundancy in the network and load balancing. 

iii. Effective dynamic routing protocols on routers.[2] 

iv. Static routing and tunnels configured wherever necessary. 

 

B. Non-functional Requirements 

Non-functional requirements play the behavior performance of the system at its critical stages. 
 

i. Provision has to be made to accommodate huge loads of data. 

ii. A buffer to enrich processing at critical stages. 
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iii. Provision of adding new links and expanding the network in case of saturation. 

iv. Encryption algorithm for secure transfer data. 

 

 
Figure 1 shows an intra-body network 

 
IV. INTRABODY NETWORK 

 

Intra body network consists of sensors and other elements embedded on or inside the human body. [3] These form the 

nodes of the network and are interconnected by links. A Body Area Network is constructed to interconnect the nodes, 

thereby exchanging important information and bringing about the real-time concept of sensors inter-dependability. 

Figure 1 shows an intra-body network.  

 

 
Figure 2 shows the configuration commands on selected routers of the Body Area Network. 
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Routers are placed at each node to allow the packets to traverse throughout the network. OSPF is configured on the 

network to allow routing of packets, best path selected by the protocol. Static routes are configured between the nodes 

of interest. [4] Figure 2, 3 and 4 shows the configuration commands on selected routers of the Body Area Network. For 

remote access of the routers, telnet is configured and figure 5 shows an attempt to gain remote access using username 

and password. 

 

 
Figure 3 shows the configuration commands on selected routers of the Body Area Network. 

 

 
                  Figure 4 shows the configuration commands on selected routers of the Body Area Network. 

 

V. INTERBODY NETWORK 

 

Inter body network constitutes a huge network of many intra-body networks connected to share information in a 

secured way. Inter-body network is realized and configured as shown in figure 6. A tunnel is configured between 

routers using loopback addresses and encryption algorithm is used. As of October 2015 recommended cryptographic 

algorithm that satisfy minimum security requirements for technology. 

 

i. Encryption: AES-128-CBC mode 
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ii. Authentication: RSA-3072, DSA-3072 

iii. Integrity: SHA-256 

iv. Key exchange: DH group 15 (3072bits) 

 

 
Figure 5 shows an attempt to gain remote access using username and password. 

 

 
                                              Figure 6 Inter-body network realization using GNS3 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

The mechanism can inspect Network traffic in real time and effectively identify malicious nodes. Our mechanism can 

construct a dynamic blacklist of Network nodes, which can be used to block nodes whose trust values fall below a pre-

defined threshold. A central server responsible for computing trust values of nodes and detecting malicious nodes is 

deployed. The mechanism can work with other security solutions such as database activity monitoring, white listing, 

and data loss prevention to strengthen the security of the network and infrastructure. Session based encrypt is used to 

secure the node from the compromised attacker. Attacker request will be accepted by unique key of individual node 

validation process. This would avoid the intruders from stealing TOP-SECRET data/information. 
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